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Abstract

The polarization processes occurring at the electrode–electrolyte interfaces of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) were
investigated by electrochemical impedance spectra measured at single cells under realistic operating conditions. The
approach presented is based on distributions of relaxation times which are the basic quantity of interest in
electrochemical impedance data analysis. A deconvolution method was developed and implemented that yields these
characteristic distribution patterns directly from the impedance spectra. In contrast to nonlinear least squares curve
fit of equivalent circuit models, no a priori circuit choice has to be made. Even more importantly, the excellent
resolving capacity allows the untangling of the impedance contributions of up to three physically distinct processes
within one frequency decade. With the method, processes with the highest polarization losses can be identified and
targeted to improve cell performance. Based on the distributions, a general strategy for the identification of the
reaction mechanisms is given. The evaluation of the distributions in terms of peak parameters is illustrated by a
physical model for oxygen reduction at the SOFC cathode–electrolyte interface. The method is expected to find
many applications in electrochemistry beyond the field of solid oxide fuel cell development.

1. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells are high-temperature all-ceramic
devices for electrochemical energy conversion at high
electrical efficiencies and almost zero emissions. SOFCs
are capable of directly oxidizing hydrocarbon fuels and
have therefore been suggested for distributed station-
ary electrical power generation, as well as for use in
automotive auxiliary power units [1–3]. Current research
activities focus on further improvement of the cell’s
electrical performance and long term stability. A major
part of the electrical losses is produced by transport and
reactions of electrons and ions through, and at, the
heterogeneous phases in the vicinity of the electrode–
electrolyte interfaces. These polarization processes are
investigated by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
conducted at SOFC elements under realistic operating
conditions.

The design of appropriate interface materials and
associated microstructures relies on fundamental knowl-

edge about the interfacial processes that are related to
this ac impedance data. Unfortunately, due to the high
complexity of the system, the individual impedance-
related processes within single cell operation can usually
not be separated by conventional semi-empirical equi-
valent circuit models, and subsequent nonlinear least
squares curve fit, because they are too numerous and
their contributions to the impedance overlap. Moreover,
equivalent circuit models are ambiguous in the sense
that different arrangements of the circuit elements can
yield exactly the same impedance curves [4].

A direct access to the dynamic constants in the
impedance data is provided by the relaxation times (rate
constants) and relaxation amplitudes (loss factors) of
the impedance-related processes. In impedance data
analysis the distribution of relaxation times is the basic
quantity of interest. However, the relaxation times
cannot be measured directly, because an impedance
measurement at a given frequency x contains significant
contributions from any relaxation time above and below
x�1. Of course, for systems with relaxation processes
separated by at least two decades in frequency, such
poor ‘resolution’ is totally adequate [5]. However, in
complex electrochemical situations, such as practical
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solid oxide fuel cell operation, the contributions of
physically distinct processes merge and a meaningful
interpretation of the results is prevented. In this study, a
deconvolution method based on a classic approach [6–8]
was developed and implemented into a viable method.
The method allows the calculation of the relaxation
distribution related to the physical processes directly
from the experimental impedance data.

In the past, different approaches have been made to
the problem of unfolding the distribution of relaxation
times from the observed impedance data [9–15]. From
integral transforms, Fuoss and Kirkwood [7] obtained a
convolution equation that connects the distribution
function to the impedance spectrum

ZðxÞ ¼ R0 þ ZpolðxÞ ¼ R0 þ Rpol

Z1
0

cðsÞ
1þ jxs

ds

with

Z1
0

cðsÞds ¼ 1 ð1Þ

where cðsÞ is the distribution of relaxation times, ZðxÞ is
the impedance data, R0 is the ohmic (frequency-inde-
pendent) part of the impedance, ZpolðxÞ is the polariza-
tion part and Rpol is the polarization resistance of the
impedance. However, in practical measurements, the
entire impedance spectrum ZðxÞ cannot be measured.
Only a part of the spectrum is sampled at a certain
number of discrete points over a finite frequency range
and therefore the convolution equation cannot be solved
analytically. Even for a large number of data samples,
the numerical inversion of the convolution equation
results in completely erroneous results due to the huge
amplification of experimental errors. The approach
presented here is based on Fourier analysis of the
impedance data. The inversion problem is controlled by
a combination of extrapolation techniques, that artifi-
cially enlarge the frequency range of the data, and by the
application of digital filters to the Fourier transforms of
the original data. Several examples, both theoretical and
experimental are given to illustrate the viability of the
method. To the best of our knowledge, the implemen-
tation presented here yields the highest resolving capac-
ity of relaxation times from SOFC experimental data
achieved to date.

With the method, no a priori assumptions about the
system in terms of equivalent circuit models have to be
made. Instead, the modelling process is reversed, circuit
models representing physical processes in cell operation
are built after the distribution has been calculated from
the data. The results provide an accurate description of
the system dynamics, often revealing unsuspected pro-
cesses not apparent from the form of the spectrum.
Because of the higher resolving capacity of relaxation
times, these dynamic models can be built with much
higher accuracy. Furthermore, physical submodels can
be integrated into this comprehensive modelling frame-
work. To illustrate this approach with a practical
example, we examine the electrochemical performance

of the cathode–electrolyte interface in terms of a
theoretical impedance model and highlight the general
strategy for model parameter identification from the
distribution functions.

2. Experimental details

The electrical impedance of planar single SOFC ele-
ments was measured under realistic working conditions.
The single cells were based on a 150 lm thick 8 mol%
yttrium doped zirconia substrate (8YSZ) with a size of
50 mm� 50 mm. A Ni/8YSZ composite anode and a
single layer lanthanum–manganite (LSM) cathode
(La0:75Sr0:2MnO3) were screenprinted onto the substrate
using an EKRA Microtronic 2-K screenprinting ma-
chine with optical positioning system and sintered at
1300 �C. The active area of the electrodes was 1 cm2:
The single cells were mounted into ceramic housings,
cathode and anode were contacted by platinum and
nickel meshes, respectively. Gold frames were used for
sealing. The single cells were operated at 950 �C under
ambient pressure with different N2=O2-mixtures at the
cathode and pure and humidified hydrogen at the
anode. The cell was electrically loaded with a custom-
made electronically controlled current sink. Steady-state
polarization curves and impedance spectra were mea-
sured at gas flow rates of 0.25 slm. The measurement
setup is described in more detail in [16, 17].

For the a.c. measurements, a Solartron 1260 imped-
ance frequency response analyser was used. The max-
imum frequency range was from 10 mHz to 1 MHz. The
data were logarithmically sampled with 10 points per
decade. Steady-state current densities of up to 700
mA cm�2 were applied to the cell. The a.c. input current
amplitude was 4 mA. Under open circuit conditions, an
additional d.c. bias current of 4 mA was applied in order
to avoid reverse operation of the cell. All experiments
were conducted in series of impedance measurements in
which a single cell parameter (e.g., temperature, gas
composition, current load, fuel utilization etc.) was
varied.

3. Methodology

3.1. Principle

Consider a serial connection of RC-elements (Figure
1(b)). Let Rpol;k ¼ ckRpol be the ohmic resistance and sk
the relaxation time of the kth RC-element. Rpol is the
total ohmic resistance of the circuit. The impedance is

ZpolðxÞ ¼
XN
k¼1

Rpol;k

1þ jxsk
¼ Rpol

XN
k¼1

ck
1þ jxsk

;
XN
k¼1

ck ¼ 1

ð2Þ

where x is the angular frequency, N is the number of
RC-elements and j is the imaginary unit.
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Instead of a finite number of RC-elements we now
assume an infinite number with relaxation times ranging
continuously from 0 to 1 and obtain the convolution
equation (1). Any given equivalent circuit model can be
transformed into this fundamental ‘generalized’ imped-
ance model [4]. However, the general model does not
contain any physical meaning, it only reflects the system
dynamics. In Equation 1, ½cðsÞ=ð1þ jxsÞ	ds specifies the
fraction of the overall polarization with relaxation times
between s and s þ ds. This implies that the area
comprised by a peak equals the total ohmic resistance
of the respective dynamic process.

We wish to obtain cðsÞ from ZpolðxÞ. The real and
imaginary parts of the impedance data of a linear, time-
invariant system are connected by the Kramers–Kronig
transformations [9]. Therefore, it is sufficient to consider
the imaginary part of the impedance only:

ImfZpolðxÞg ¼ Z 00ðxÞ ¼ �Rpol

Z1
0

xs

1þ ðxsÞ2
cðsÞds

ð3Þ

Since the impedance data are logarithmically sampled,
the frequency variables have to be substituted as follows:
x ¼ lnðx=x0Þ; y ¼ lnðxsÞ; dy ¼ ð1=sÞds. Equation 3
then adopts the form of a convolution product

Z 00ðxÞ ¼ �Rpol

2

Z1
�1

sechðyÞgðy � xÞdy

¼ �Rpol

2
sechðxÞ  gðxÞ ð4Þ

with

sechðyÞ ¼ 2

ey þ e�y
; gðy � xÞ ¼ cðsÞs ð5Þ

By Fourier transformation, Equation 4 is transposed
into an algebraic product in transformed space [18]. The
Fourier transforms thus obtained are indicated by a
tilde~ written above the symbols of the functions. Then
for discrete samples Z 00ðxkÞ ¼ zk; k ¼ 0; 1; . . . ;N ¼ 1:

fzkg �—� f~zzng; ~zzn ¼ �NT
Rpol

2
~ggn � ~ssn ð6Þ

N is the number of data samples and T ¼ ð1=
ðN � 1ÞÞlnðxmax=xminÞ is the sampling interval. The
procedure is illustrated in Figure 2 with artificial data of
a single RC-element. The transform ~ggn of the distribu-
tion is calculated by element-wise division according to
Equation 8. Due to numerical error amplification, ~ggn
suddenly diverges above a threshold value nfilt from the
ideal curve which is constant in the case of a single RC-
element. Inverse Fourier transformation of the complete
data would not give useful results, therefore data points
for n > nfilt have to be discarded, although this reduces
the frequency resolving capacity as compared to the
theoretical resolving capacity. The actual value of nfilt
was determined by optical inspection of ~ggn. It increases
with growing frequency range and also depends on the
position of the dispersion maxima within fzkg. A simple
filtering of the data by a rectangular window results in
large side-lobes in the distribution function, therefore
different types of digital filters for application in the
transformed space were investigated, in contrast to
procedures known from literature where windowing was
performed on the original data [13, 14]. From an empi-
rical investigation, the Hanning filter

~wwn ¼
1
2 1� cos 2pðn�n0�nfiltÞ

nfilt

h i
; jn� n0jOnfilt

0; jn� n0j > nfilt

(
ð7Þ

was chosen as a good compromise between error
suppression and acceptable frequency resolution [19].
Here, n0 denotes the central data point (n0 ¼ 60 for
the data in Figure 2). After filtering, inverse Fourier
transformation gives the desired distribution fgkg:

~ggn ¼ � 1

NT
2

Rpol

~zzn
~ssn
; f~ggng � f~wwng �—� fgkg ð8Þ

The method was developed and tested with the
numerical analysis software Scilab [20]. It has been
applied recently to the characterization of small-diameter

Fig. 1. Interpretation of EIS data in terms of (a) equivalent circuit models and (b) distributions of relaxation times. Dynamic processes are

represented in the distribution by peaks, in the case of ideal RC processes by Dirac impulse functions at the corresponding relaxation time,

whereas real processes exhibit peaks distributed around a main relaxation time.
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tubular solid oxide fuel cells [21]. To promote a wider
use of the method, it is currently being implemented into
a software tool with graphical user interface [22].

3.2. Processing of artificial data

The performance of the method was tested with artificial
impedance data generated from simple equivalent cir-
cuits consisting of a serial connection (Figure 3) of
circuit elements with resistances R, capacitances C and
constant phase elements Q with

QðxÞ ¼ 1

Y ðjxÞn ¼
1

Y
x�ne�jp2n with jQj ¼ 1

Y
x�n;

argðQÞ ¼ �n
p
2

ð9Þ

where Y is a general immitance expression with the
dimension Asn=V [4]. The time constant of an RQ-
element is s ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RYn

p
. The exponents ni of the constant

phase elements were varied from 0.95 to 0.75 [23]. The
RC-element is a special case of an RQ-element with
n ¼ 1. Figure 3 shows the respective impedance spec-
trum.

The spectrum contains a low-frequency (<100 Hz)
and a high frequency arc (>100 Hz). Individual time

constants within these arcs can hardly be separated due
to overlap. In Figure 4, the distribution that was
calculated from the synthetic data is plotted against
the theoretical distribution [8]. It clearly shows distinct
peaks at the given frequencies. The area under each peak
corresponds to the total ohmic resistance R of the
respective element. The distribution from our calcula-
tion procedure agrees well with the theoretical curve
for (nO0:9). When the RQ-element approaches RC-
behaviour (n ! 1), the peaks obtained from discrete
calculation can no longer reproduce the steepness of the
peaks due to the finite frequency range and numerical
errors in the computation. However, the steepness of the
peaks is sufficient to resolve three distinct relaxation
processes with different polarization resistances within
one frequency decade.

3.3. Evaluation of experimental data

The method was applied to experimental data. Figure
5(a) shows typical impedance data measured at an
SOFC single cell under realistic operating conditions.

In principle, the evaluation of the convolution in
Equation 1 requires an infinite integration range. While
artificial data can be generated for a sufficiently wide

Fig. 2. (a) Imaginary part fzkg of the impedance of a single RC-element with a relaxation frequency of 100 Hz and corresponding Fourier

transform f~zzng in arbitrary units. (b) Fourier transform f~ggng of the distribution has to be filtered digitally with f ~wwng due to large error

amplifications occurring above a threshold value nfilt.

Fig. 3. Artificial impedance of an equivalent circuit. Relaxation frequencies and ohmic resistances of the circuit elements are denoted by solid

symbols (constant phase exponents ni in parentheses).
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range of frequencies, the frequency range of measure-
ment data is fixed by the experimental conditions.
Therefore, in order to reduce numerical errors due to
the limited frequency range, it has to be extended arti-
ficially by extrapolation. This was done assuming that at
each end of the frequency range, only one polarization
process is still active. If this assumption holds, the
imaginary part of the impedance data Z 00ðxÞ tends to
zero beyond the ends of the frequency range and can be
approximated by straight lines in the logarithmic plot
logjZ 00ðxÞj [25–27]. The extrapolation is carried to the
point where Z 00ðxÞ is so close to zero, that the integra-
tion error is negligible (Figure 5). We found that
adequate extrapolation is crucial for achieving good
frequency resolution of the polarization processes.

Using the extrapolated imaginary part of the imped-
ance, the corresponding real part can be calculated from
the Kramers–Kronig transformation [28–30]. Because
the ohmic resistance is not related to the polarization
resistance, R0, it is not included in the transformation.
Therefore, R0 can be obtained from the transformation

by taking the mean difference hR0i between the original
and transformed real part of the data (Figure 5). Correct
impedance data must obey the Kramers–Kronig rela-
tions. By comparing the transformed real part with the
measured real part, it was checked that the conditions of
linearity and time-invariance of the measurement were
fulfilled, thus validating the data. The relative diver-
gence from hR0i for each impedance value is shown in
Figure 5(b). Below 1 kHz, there is a statistical error of a
few percents that is within measurement accuracy.
Above 1 kHz, the error is considerably reduced by a
high-pass filter connected to the input of the measure-
ment device. At the upper end of the frequency range,
there is a systematic error due to inductive effects in the
measurement wiring.

The distribution function that was calculated from the
extrapolated imaginary part of the impedance is shown
in Figure 7. Whereas the polarization processes overlap
in the impedance curve, several processes can be clearly
distinguished in the distribution. The peaks are evalu-
ated by a peak analysis procedure using a set of model

Fig. 4. Distribution function calculated from artificial data in Figure 3 in comparison to the theoretical distribution.

Fig. 5. (a) Impedance data measured from 10 mHz to 100 kHz. Imaginary part Z00 was extrapolated and submitted to Kramers-Kronig

transformation to yield Z0
kkt. R0 was determined from the mean difference between the original data Z0 and Z0

kkt. (b) Shows the error in the

determination of R0 relative to the total polarization resistance Rpol.
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peaks. The sum of the model peaks was fitted by
nonlinear regression to the distribution. The character-
istic parameters of the model peaks yielded from the
peak analysis are the frequency f0;i, the height gðf0;iÞ, the
area Rpol;i and their half-width hg;i.

From the half-widths of the peaks, the exponents ni of
the corresponding RQ-processes were estimated [23].
The values for R, Q and C corresponding to the general
circuit model were also obtained from the peak analysis.
Then, the impedance was calculated using these peak
parameters. Both spectra, original and reconstructed,
were than compared to each other and show excellent
agreement (Figure 6). This proves that the relaxation
times and relaxation amplitudes were correctly identi-
fied from the impedance data. A full account of the
inversion, extrapolation, digital filtering and peak anal-
ysis procedures used within the method will be given in a
forthcoming publication.

4. Results and discussion

In this section, we briefly discuss the physical interpre-
tation of peak parameters from distribution functions.
Mitterdorfer investigated the oxygen reduction mecha-
nism in the cathode–electrolyte interface of solid oxide
fuel cells and developed a state space description for

heterogeneous electrode reaction mechanisms that al-
lows the treatment of the steady state and frequency
response behaviour within a unified formalism [24]. The
model accounts for dissociative adsorption of oxygen
on the cathode surface (Equation 9) and a two-
electron transfer step near the triple phase boundary
(Equation 10):

O2 þ 2 s $ 2 Oad ) kadspO2
½s	2 ¼ kdes½Oad	2 ð10Þ

Oad þ V��
O $ Ox

O þ 2h� þ s ) kred½Oad	½V��
O 	 ¼ kox½Ox

O	½s	
ð11Þ

where ½s	 is the concentration of vacant oxygen surface
sites, ½Oad	 the surface concentration of adsorbed oxygen
and N0 the surface density of active oxygen sites; kads
and kdes are the rate constants for adsorption and
desorption of molecular oxygen; kox and kred are the rate
constants for the electronation of adsorbed oxygen;
½V��

O 	 represents oxygen vacancies in YSZ and ½Ox
O	

denotes occupied oxygen lattice sites in YSZ.
The evaluation of the mass and charge balances for

these basic reactions leads to a nonlinear state-space
representation of the system with ½Oad	 as the state
variable. Linearization gives an expression for the
faradaic impedance ZF which describes the oxygen
reduction dynamics [23, 24]

Fig. 6. Experimental impedance data (solid symbols denote decades of frequency). Corresponding distribution function (Figure 7) was calculated

after extrapolation and Kramers–Kronig transformation of the data. From the peak parameters of the distribution, the impedance spectrum was

calculated. This reconstructed data matches the measurement data well, thus validating the identification procedure.

Fig. 7. Distribution function g calculated from experimental impedance data in Figure 6.
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ZFðjxÞ ¼ Rt 1þ kred½V��
O 	 þ kox½Ox

O	
jx þ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kadskdes

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pO2

p
N0

" #

¼ Rt þ
Rc

1þ jxRcCc
ð12Þ

with the charge transfer resistance Rt

1

Rt
¼ 2N0Fwltpb kred½V��

O 	b~xx 2F
RT

þ kox½Ox
O	

	

�ð1� bÞð1� ~xxÞ 2F
RT



ð13Þ

where w is the lateral extension and ltpb is the length of
the triple phase boundary, b is the symmetry factor of
the interface and ~xx is the oxygen surface coverage of the
electrode. This physical model is represented by the
equivalent circuit shown in the shaded area of Figure
8(b). The concentration resistance Rc describes the
adsorption process of oxygen with the cathode surface
acting as a reservoir for adsorbed oxygen ready for the

transfer into the electrolyte, leading to a capacitative
electrical response described by Cc.

From this expression, it is clear that the oxygen
reduction process is a competition between adsorption
at the electrode surface and charge transfer at the
interface. The impedance related to the oxygen reduc-
tion mechanism proposed in this model can be simulated
as a function of the materials and kinetic parameters. In
order to simulate the behaviour of the complete inter-
face, an additional double layer capacitance Cdl at the
electrode–electrolyte interface has to be taken into
account. Cdl conceals the Faradaic impedance and
generally acts in parallel to ZF. Cdl causes the occurrence
of a second peak in the distribution function. The
equivalent circuit consisting of Rt, Rc, Cc and Cdl can be
transformed into a series connection of two RC-ele-
ments and thus be integrated into the concept of
distributions of relaxation times.

The general strategy for the identification of rate
constants is to perform simulations of cell parameter
variations with the physical submodel and to compare

Fig. 8. (a) General equivalent circuit model and (b) integration of physical submodel for the oxygen reduction (shaded area). The circuits have

the same impedance when their parameters are properly interrelated.

Fig. 9. Relaxation distributions (a) calculated from impedance data measured under open circuit conditions and (b) simulated from the physical

submodel for the same experimental conditions (values for N0, ½V��
O 	 and ½Ox

O	 from [24], Cdl ¼ 10 lF cm�2), both for variation of oxygen partial

pressure at the cathode.
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the resulting distribution functions to a series of
impedance measurements in which the same cell param-
eter was varied. Figure 9 shows a series of simulations
and measurements for variation of pO2

at the cathode.
Peak A exhibits a pO2

-dependence which qualitatively
agrees with the simulation. Because no sufficient infor-
mation on the actual values of the model parameters is
at present available from literature, the rate constants
could not be directly identified. However, in accordance
with earlier results peak A can be ascribed to the oxygen
reduction process [23].

5. Conclusions

A method was developed that allows the direct calcu-
lation of a distribution function of relaxation times and
relaxation amplitudes of impedance-related processes
directly from experimental data. Distributions of relax-
ation times provide direct access to the kinetic param-
eters of the underlying processes. To obtain these
distributions, no a priori choice of an equivalent
electrical circuit model with subsequent nonlinear least
squares curve fit is required. Moreover, the method
overcomes the poor resolving frequency capacity inher-
ent to equivalent circuit models. Fourier analysis of the
impedance spectra, in combination with extrapolation
techniques and digital filtering in the transformed space
of the data was applied to achieve these results. From
the distributions, a clearer picture of SOFC operation
emerges which allows us to assign loss factors to
physical processes and thus better target fuel cell
development.

The deconvolution approach was implemented into a
software tool. The different calculation steps including
Fourier transformation, extrapolation, digital filtering
and peak analysis were discussed and the viability of the
method was demonstrated with artificial and experi-
mental data. It was shown that physical submodels can
be used to simulate distribution functions for different
experimental conditions. From comparison of the sim-
ulated peak parameters with parameters from measure-
ment, peaks in the distribution can be interpreted
physically. The finding that the oxygen reduction
process contributes a major part of the polarization
losses of the cell was confirmed.

It is expected that the method will find applications to
a diversity of problems in electrochemistry beyond the
field of solid oxide fuel cell development.
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